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Abstract
A collision between satellites or spacecraft in a constellation and other objects in space could potentially destroy one,
many or possibly even all satellites or spacecraft in the constellation. In order to build an effective collision avoidance
system for such a constellation, trade studies must be performed to understand the sensitivity of the probability of
collision to various characteristics of the system. The purpose of this paper is to present the orbit determination (OD)
accuracy required for an effective collision avoidance system. For collision avoidance system can be very large job when
a number of satellites will consider. In this paper, the concept of N-Body vector field is applied for solving collision
avoidance in formation flying.
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Introduction
Recently the spacecraft formation flying has been a
topic of momentous research interest in the
Aerospace Industry.In this the study about the
Trajectory Planning and avoiding the collision of
Multi bodies in center of mass. A trajectory is the
path of moving object in space as a function of
time. The object might be a satellite, or
spacecraft,as it travels around a central mass. It
described by mathematically either by the geometry
of the path, or the position of the object in time.

To be acquainted with the initial and final
disposition of the spacecraft, it is a boundary in the
formation.From the graph 0‘s initial and * is final
disposition point. This method should perform by
minimizing the propellant consumption of
spacecraft’s and avoidance collision[2]. The property
of minimum energy takes an impulse that places
them on a trajectory in which they coast from one
point to another. So the orbit has to be formulated in
a distributed manner, in such way that the stable
operation is guaranteed even when a certain number
of spacecraft ceases to operate properly[6]. These are
more complicated, trajectories require advanced
techniques for finding precise position and
direction, and it’s a reasonably good approximate
method for the collision avoidance objective is

handled by a decentralized navigation function that
vanishes when the desired formation tends to be
realized [4].

This paper describes the components of the velocity
and position of the Centre of mass which is not in
constant but linear in time. But the orbit eccentricity
when it’s equal to one, the body will move away
from the source, so thatthe body travelling along an
escape orbit will coast along a parabolic shape
trajectory to infinity and the velocity relative to the
central body tending to zero and therefore never
return to source. The parabolic trajectory is a
minimum-energy escape trajectory, separating
positive-energy hyperbolic trajectories from
negative-energy elliptic orbits. Energy efficient
trajectories and corresponding control laws that
enable precision formation flying over long periods
of time have to be constructed [5].The spatial
separation between satellites could range from a
few meters to several kilometersfor some
SatelliteFormation Flying(SFF) missions. Thus it is
important to avoid collisions between satellites as
they move inthe space under the configuration or
reconfiguration mission[1].
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Method Analysis
For collision avoidance system can be very large
job when a number of satellites will consider. In this
paper, used the concept of N-Body vector field is
applied for solving collision avoidance in formation
flying. The effective requirement of avoid collision
in space 1) Estimated a proposed orbital maneuvers
for collision risk 2) Estimated the distance of closest
approach for a constellation design 3) Finally
determine the precise position of satellite trajectory
path tolerances. These are Analysis is to avoid the
collision of the body in space, for that Computing
and analyzing the Number of BodyTrajectories in
own path and orbital parameters are required.
Suppose take two or more satellite near the circular
orbit at the same inclination and semi major axisbut
with the different values of RAAN are required.
The mass can be concentrated for the purpose for
the calculating the moment. For example we took
two masses, could find the distance calculate from
the equation
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Here, r1 and r2 locate the masses. The center of mass
lies on the line connecting the two masses.

The N body vector field particles becomes

cm Total mass
N N

i=1 i=1
Mx mi xi where M= mi     (2)

Now we know the total mass of N body. For
general three dimensional motions, the angular
momentum of a rigid body is given by the equation

x x x xy y zx zH I W I W I W   (3)

y xy x y y yzH I W I W I W   (4)

z zx x yz y z zH I W I W I W   (5)

Here the xH , yH and zH are the xyz component of

the angular momentum of the spacecraft. xW , yW

and zW are the components of the angular velocity

of the spacecraft with respect to G, and resolved
along the local xyz axis.

To calculate these three components, we must
determine the first angular velocity vector of the
body with respect to the global XYZ axes, and then
resolve this vector along the x, y, z directions to find

the components xW , yW and zW .Ix, Iyand Iz is the

moment of inertia of the body about the local x-axis,
passing through the center of mass. xyI is the

product of inertia (xy),Iyz is the product of inertia
(yz) and Izx is the product of inertia (zx) of the body,
relative to the xyz axes, with origin at point G

The moment of inertia terms are given by
2 2( )xI y z dm 
2 2( )yI x z dm 

2 2( )zI x y dm  (6)

The product of inertia terms are given by

( )xyI xy dm 
( )yzI yz dm 

( )zxI zx dm  (7)

A trajectory is a path provided in outer space for an
object to flow in respect time. It may be a satellite
or spacecraft.

Trajectory planning is a crucial role for collision
avoidance in space system. The figure (1) is the
model of the trajectory path. In this paper,using the
N body vectors, Gravity (G) and theirown path
tolerances used to avoiding collision. In fig
(2)showing the N bodies on their own mass
trajectories in fig (3) showing the energy as a
function of time, change of energy as the function
of time and the energy generally reaches to a higher
value when the system passes near the collision.

Consider body of mass (M), and the minimum
velocity(V) projected in space. The energy
associated with the body is (E). The constant energy
of the associated with the body be E1.This body will
have an increase in energy(E<E1) if attracted by any
incoming objects or passing over of any object in
space. Unstable decrease of energy of the body
observed that is the E> E1.If the attraction are pull
force is weaken by due to increasing distance
between them. Hence making the objects moves in
free space randomly, hence by practical application
of this method can be used to minimize the collision
avoidance in space. Variation of energy withrespect
to time is plotted in the graph(5).The body of mass
M in motion outer space will have the constant
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moment of inertia unless and until attracted by
gravitational forces in any object in space, causing
will fluctuate the body to experience a rotational
motion according to prescribed graph. Hence using
the analysis in this method predicting the deviation
in trajectory path can be predicted.

Conclusion
Analysis of N body trajectories are in the reference
frame, and the other in co-ordinate with the centre
of mass at the origin. Each trajectory has definedits
own color although for large N bodies these will get
harder to compare apart. Each trajectory is marked
with a 0’s at time zero and final time with * mark
the beginning and end of trajectory.

The findings are justified by using the change of
energy as the function of time. The energy generally
reaches to a higher value when the system passes
near the object with greater gravitation field. It’s
important to avoid collision between trajectories of
space vehicles as they move in the space.

Results Figures

Fig.1. Trajectory Model

Fig.2. N Body vector Trajectories

Fig.3.Total Energy Vs time of Trajectory path

Fig.4. Energy Vs time of Trajectory Path

Fig.5. Body axis Vs time period

The following graphs illustrate the flow of three
bodies in space with increase and decrease in flow
of energy and fluctuation of Moment of Energy.
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Fig.6. Body vector Trajectory model

Fig.7. Trajectory of the bodies in the Centre of mass
co-ordinates

Fig.8.Total Energy Vs time period of trajectories

Fig.9.Energy Vstime period of trajectories

Fig.10. Body axis Vs time period
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